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Background With indications for immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) therapy steadily growing, immune related adverse events (irAEs) are increasingly common in the oncologists’ practice. In the absence of prospective irAE management trials, the currently existing guidelines on irAE treatment are based on case series, retrospective reviews, and expert opinion. As some of the most lethal irAEs (like pneumonitis, myocarditis, or encephalitis) are rare, multidisciplinary collaboration and discussion is essential. Many countries have responded to this challenge by organizing regional immunotoxicity boards.12 Belgium is unique in that it has a nationwide virtual board meeting, serving more than 300 Belgian oncologists.

Methods BITOX is a biweekly virtual meeting between oncologists and organ specialists accessible to all Belgian hospitals.3 Questions regarding diagnosis, management, and prevention of irAEs are submitted online. During the meetings, diagnostic and therapeutic suggestions are made and communicated to the treating physician. The aim is to share experiences, standardize the approach for irAEs and identify clinically relevant research questions.

Results Since its creation in March 2021, 164 cases were discussed. The majority (n=110; 67%) are questions regarding irAE differential diagnosis and management. Despite their absolute rarity, neurological irAEs are most frequently discussed (n=15; 14%), which stresses the unmet medical need in this area. The other questions (33%) deal with the safety of (re)starting ICI therapy in patients with dysimmune comorbidities. These comorbidities are autoimmune diseases (n=23; 43%), a history of irAE (n=21; 39%), transplant (n=5; 9%) and rarer hematological diseases or paraneoplastic syndromes. We receive questions from university hospitals (n=73; 48%) as well as general hospitals (n=79; 52%) and from both medical oncologists (n=118; 76%) and organ specialists (24%).

Conclusions The Belgian national multidisciplinary immunotoxicity board aims to harmonize irAE treatment in Belgium. Its unique nationwide reach is an excellent position to identify clinically relevant research questions, which has led to the development of the IMPROVE concept, a prospective irAE management trial framework, with its first trial focusing on immune related pneumonitis treatment expected to start mid 2024.
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